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Abstract 
 

    In September 1992 French voters in a national referendum approved the Maastrict Treaty, 
which instituted several provisions for closer European integration including creation of the 
Eurozone. This paper analyzes political and economic forces that affected French voters, and the 
links between the progress of European integration and changes in redistributive spending. 
Conventional wisdom ascribes the persistence of the Common Agricultural Program subsidies to 
the political power of farmers, although direct evidence of this has been sparse. The statistical 
analysis here finds that support for European integration is weaker, other things equal, in areas 
where farmers were most affected by the MacSharry reforms, which reduced some support prices 
and began the process of `decoupling' agricultural subsidies from production. Results also show 
previous support for European integration and pro-European politicians are correlated with 
stronger support for ratification, as are higher incomes and higher proportions of non-natives. 
The results are consistent with the view that European integration provides voters and taxpayers 
with a way to limit the influence of interest groups by shifting decisionmaking from a national to 
a supranational arena. 
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Abstrakt 
 
    V září 1992 schválili francouzští voliči v referendu Maastrichtskou dohodu, což následně dalo 

za vznik několikerým opatřením pro užší evropskou integraci včetně vytvoření Eurozóny. Tato 

studie analyzuje politické a ekonomické síly, které ovlivnily francouzské voliče, a také spojení 

mezi procesem evropské integrace a změnami v redistribučních výdajích. Přes relativní 

nepřesvědčivost důkazů je přetrvávající struktura dotací v rámci Společné zemědělské politiky 

přisuzována politické síle zemědělců. Naše statistická analýza zde prokazuje, že podpora 

evropské integrace je slabší, za jinak neměnných okolností, v územích, kde byli zemědělci 

nejvíce ovlivněni MacSharryho reformou. Ta omezila dotované ceny a započala proces 

„odbourávání" zemědělských dotací ve výrobě. Výsledky dále potvrzují, že silnější podpora 

ratifikace dohody je svázána s dřívější podporu evropské integraci a pro-evropským politikům 

stejně jako s vyššími příjmy a vyšším podílem nedomorodých obyvatel. Výsledky jsou 

konzistentní s názorem, že evropská integrace poskytuje voličům a daňovým poplatníkům cestu 

jak omezit vliv zájmových skupin přesunutím rozhodovacích procedur z národní do mezinárodní 

arény. 



1 Introduction

1.1 The French Maastricht Referendum

On September 20, 1992 French voters narrowly approved the Maastricht

Treaty. Ratification of the Maastrict treaty, which transformed the European

Community into the European Union, was a major step towards political and

economic integration of Europe. This paper analyzes voting behavior in this

referendum, and in particular, focuses on the interaction between redistributive

policies and the delegation of decisionmaking power between a national govern-

ment and a supranational body. This paper presents a model that assumes voters

make rational and self-interested decisions about European integration generate

predictions that are supported by empirical analysis of voting patterns in this ref-

erendum. This model assumes a forward-looking voter makes a decision whether

to support or oppose ratification of the Maastricht Treaty based not only the

effects of specific policy measures contained in the Treaty, but also considering

how the Treaty would affect the EU membership and the locus of decisionmaking,

thus altering outcomes in the affected policy areas.

Many referendums allow voters to decide directly what policy or law

should be chosen or whether a certain amount should be spent or borrowed a

given program.1 The French Maastricht vote is an example of a less common

type of referendum in which voters chose where political, economic and social

policies decisions would be taken in the future. EU-level decisions made through

the workings of a different constellation of political and administrative actors can

be expected to differ from decisions made at the national level. Incentives facing

these EU decisionmakers differ, for better or worse, from those facing national

decisionmakers, decisions made in Brussels or Strasbourg will differ from decisions

that would have been made in national capitals.

Redistributive policy has played an important role in European integra-

tion. The Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), which consumes roughly half of

the EU’s budget, formed a crucial part of the Treaty of Rome. Each following

round of European integration has been accompanied by significant changes or

expansions of redistributive programs, even when stipulations were agreed to be-
1Butler and Ranney argue the plural should be ”referendums.”
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forehand that these programs should not be changed. The model links voting

behavior with changes in the political center of gravity resulting from deeper or

wider European integration and the pecuniary interests of beneficiaries and net

fiscal losers. Predictions of this model are strongly supported by the empirical

results, which uses a rich data set on 300 local areas that includes variables rep-

resenting past voting behavior, economic indicators, subsidies and urbanization.

Commentators at the time of the vote and political scientists after the vote over-

looked the importance of redistributive politics, and instead emphasized the role

of monetary integration and voters’ attitudes towards President Francois Mit-

terand, who called the referendum. Few of these writers noted any link between

voting patterns and redistributive spending programs.

The rest of the paper discusses the Maastricht treaty and redistribution

in the European Union, with particular reference to the CAP. Then the model

of how voters decide whether to support European integration or not is set out.

The specification of the voter’s decision rule is then discussed in the context of

the politics of European integration. After a discussion of aggregation issues

and a description of the data set, the empirical analysis is presented. The last

section provides a discussion of voting, redistribution and European integration

and a conclusion.

1.2 Maastricht and Redistribution

Like every other major initiative for European integration, the Maastricht treaty

required major adjustments in patterns of redistribution, both within and among

member countries.2 The 1991 Maastricht Treaty is a complex document. Along

with the preceding 1987 Single European Act, it created common European

policies in several key areas. The most prominent changes were coordinated

macroeconomic policies leading to a common currency and measures designed to

deepen the European markets by dismantling local and national barriers. The

Treaty also limited intra-national redistribution by imposing restrictions on in-

dustrial policy and by inclusion of the Stability Pact, which threatened tough
2For example, during accession negotiations in 2002, the German Chancellor Gerhard

Schoeder said, ”Whoever wants to change anything in the compromise which the EU Draft
Constitution represents must consider the connection between their position and the EU fi-
nancing negotiations which begin in the same year. Whoever does not see that connection
must learn that such attitudes will not go unpunished.”
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sanctions for member states that violated guidelines for government borrowing

and other fiscal policies. Thus integration has important consequences for local

voters through changes in subsidy systems or limitations on national efforts to

reduce unemployment via industrial policy.3

The Maastricht Treaty also laid the groundwork for the eventual eastward

expansion of the EU. While in 1992 the economic and political prognosis for

the former members of COMECON and the Warsaw Pact was yet unclear, the

outlines of a expansion program had already started to emerge. As changes in

membership bring changes in political dynamics and in outcomes, ratification of

Maastricht in part involved assessing whether expanding the EU was a good idea.

For example, a round of reforms in the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) came

after the UK’s entry in the early 1970s, which temporarily reduced payments to

French farmers substantially. Spain and Portugal, after entering the EC in 1986,

joined forces with Ireland and Greece to force a shift to redistributive spending

in the form of ‘structural funds’ at the expense of an expanded CAP (Baldwin

and Wyplosz 2003).4

The promise of faster economic growth and greater political security pro-

vide substantial motivation for European integration, but the uneven distribu-

tion of these benefits means new agreements will not occur without protracted

negotiations, arm-twisting and horse-trading. Increased competition and other

reforms create losers as well as winners. If losing regions, industries and workers

can block or stall movement towards greater economic and political unity, change

only occurs when the political system finds ways to extract a portion of the gains

of winning regions, industries and workers in order to softening or overcoming

opposition. If redistribution allows greater progress towards growth-friendly

policies by softening the opposition of economic losers, it also inevitably creates

efficiency losses. Redistributive schemes closely associated with various phases

of European integration are large, and the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP)

is the largest item in the EU’s budget. Even though the CAP was at most a

peripheral issue in the discussion of the Maastricht Treaty in France, the mag-
3The Maastricht Treaty also contained provisions affecting a wide range of issues, such as

foreign policy and security policy. In retrospect it is clear that these provisions have been
less important than those affecting economics and governance. Meon (2005) argues that the
debate over the Maastricht referendum centered on the implications of monetary union.

4From 1973 to 1980 the value of subsidies (in 1983 FFs) fell from 35.5 to 22.6 billion. See
Table 70 and pp.136-139 CERC (1985)
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nitude of the program guaranteed that major changes to European governance

would eventually also affect the CAP.

1.3 Common Agricultural Program

The CAP redistributes large amounts of income from European consumers

and taxpayers to favored groups of agricultural producers. Like other agricultural

subsidy programs in advanced industrial countries, the CAP has kept agricultural

prices above world prices, generated huge surpluses and created recurrent bud-

get crises for the European Union (EU). Complicated administrative procedures

and several rounds of attempted reforms have done relatively little to address the

fundamental financial problems. The power and influence of farmers and farm

lobbies is the explanation for the resilience of CAP to fundamental reform. Agri-

cultural interests influence elected officials and government authorities through

many channels, including lobbying, direct demonstrations, financial support for

political campaigns and electoral behavior. This paper analyzes the electoral

channel, and finds that variations in CAP subsidies in France are systematically

related to voting behavior in the Maastricht referendum.

Article 39 of the Treaty of Rome states the CAP should ensure “the

optimum utilization of all factors of production,” stable markets, certainty of

food supplies and that customers are supplied with agricultural products “at

reasonable prices.” El-Agraa (1990, p.194) notes that these goals are “mutually

contradictory.” Gylfason (1995) surveys 14 studies that assess the total economic

costs of the CAP. Partial equilibrium estimates of the cost to the EU economy

ranged from 0.3% to 1.3% of GDP, and general equilibrium estimates ranged

from 1.4% to 3.3% of GDP. Tokarick (2005) presents partial and general equi-

librium estimates of gains to the European Union from agricultural liberalization

in developed countries of $32 billion or 0.2% of GDP.

Viewing the costs of the CAP in isolation may be misleading because it

originated as part of a larger political, economic and diplomatic bargain. With-

out the transfer of resources to agricultural producers and regions, which favored

France and Italy, the opening of markets for manufactured goods, which benefited

Germany, would have been impossible. Germany in the early 1950s needed to

accelerate manufactured exports, and favored a free trade area approach to eco-

nomic integration, while France with about a quarter of its population working
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in agriculture and a weaker manufacturing sector favored a customs union ap-

proach. At the May 1955 Eicherscheid conference, the German delegation added

an agricultural policy proposal in order to gain French support for what became

the Treaty of Rome (Milward 1993, Moravcsik 1998, pp.98-112). To the extent

that the Treaty of Rome would not have occurred without a side payment in the

form of a major agricultural subsidy program, the costs and inefficiencies of the

CAP must be counterbalanced with other benefits of European integration.

Because trade barriers lowered via international agreements are not eas-

ily reversed, transfers to France and other agriculturally oriented countries were

embedded in difficult-to-dismantle administrative structures. A simpler and more

transparent contract among manufacturing and agricultural countries that trans-

ferred income to farming regions in exchange for more open trade in manufactures

might have been more efficient, but such an arrangement would have lacked the

credibility-enhancing stability of a complex bureaucratic mechanism. The in-

flexibility of the CAP, which has frustrated round after round of reforms, may

have played an important role in creating a solid basis for European integration.

1.4 CAP and Maastricht

During the public debate over Maastricht ratification the CAP was poised

to undergo significant changes. After disagreements over farm subsidies and

agricultural trade barriers caused Uruguay Round trade negotiations to collapse

in December 1990, the European Community came under increasing pressure to

make serious changes in the CAP.5 The EU farm commissioner Ray MacSharry

proposed reforms promising a significant restructuring of parts of the CAP, which

were adopted inMay 1992, freeing the way for the 1993 agreements that concluded

the Uruguay Round. These negotiations over agricultural liberalization and CAP

appeared to move along a different track from the process of European integration.

At first glance, the CAP and the ratification of the Maastricht Treaty are

unrelated. The main features of the Maastricht comprises plans for monetary

union, some unsuccessful steps towards a unified foreign policy, expanded powers

for European Community institutions, and plans for new ‘cohesion’ funds. Of

course, the scale of the CAP‘s finances guarantees it a role in the European inte-
5The first internal European Commission document outlining a CAP reform plan was issued

on the same day as the breakdown of the Uruguary Round talks (Paarlberg 1996).
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gration politics and at least an implicit role in French domestic politics. In 1992

French agriculture received 12.54 billion euro through the CAP and other sources

and the average farm [exploitation] received over 15,000 euro in support (Ministry

of Agriculture 2003). However, textbook summaries of the Maastricht treaty

(Swann 1996, pp.119-141) contain no mention of the CAP. The post-referendum

wrap-up articles in Le Monde contain no mention of the CAP. Academic articles

such as Criddle (1993), Schneider and Wietsman (1996), Franklin, der Eijk and

Marsh (1996) contain no mention of the CAP. Discussions of the CAP in the

1990s, such as Jovanovič (1997), Artis and Lee (1994), Barrass and Madhavan

(1996) contain no mention of Maastricht. Swann (1996) noted the inclusion of

cohesion funds for Spain in the Maastricht agreements, demonstrating another

link between integration and changes in patterns of redistribution, but made no

connection between Maastricht and the CAP. Dreyfus (1993) noted rural areas

tended to vote ‘Non,’ but also did not mention the CAP. Mazzucelli (1997)

claimed the rural ‘Non’ reflected farmers’ opposition to CAP reform.

Results presented in the empirical analysis below support the view that

CAP and opposition to European integration were linked. Presuming voters

take farm subsidy levels as given, these subsidies had a significant effect on voting

behavior in the Maastricht referendum of 1992, even though a superficial analysis

would suggest no link between the content of that agreement and the CAP. The

CAP could affect political choices in many different ways. CAP reform proposals

typically result in strong reactions from farmers’ organizations, such as dumping

rutabagas or other types of produce on roads or airports, but these direct actions

are not clearly linked to policy decisions. Farm unions play a prominent role

in descriptions of CAP politics (Moravcsik 1996, p.98), suggesting agricultural

producers exert influence through the channel of interest group politics. Electoral

politics, as the results presented below demonstrate, provide another channel

through which CAP supporters can wield influence on politicians and policy

outcomes. If these agricultural interests threaten to withdraw support from

politicians or policies that might lead to reduced subsidy payments, or if they

reward those who increase payments, the CAP represents an implicit exchange

of income redistribution for political support. Or this may be an example of

‘pocketbook voting’ in which voters whose incomes have risen due to transfers and

subsidies reward with their support politicians who presided over these programs.
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A more sophisticated, forward-looking variant of pocketbook voting is

that voters care about where decisions will be taken that will affect their mate-

rial interests. The US strategy in the Uruguay Round was to shift discussion

of agriculture subsidies and trade barriers away from domestic institutions cap-

tured by farm interests, such as Agriculture Ministries, to international institu-

tions concerned with trade, such as GATT, WTO which were more interesting in

agricultural liberalization (Paarlberg 1996).6 Farmers may well have understood

this strategy, and may have voted to prevent institutional changes that would

allow such changes of venue that would shift discussion of farm issues towards a

less friendly forum. A model describing the choice of a voter facing an initiative

that would change the locus of political control is now presented.

2 A model of referendum voting behavior

This section presents a model of how individuals decide to vote over political

integration. A country is represented by a set of N individuals, who receive

endowments {ωi}i∈N and share the utility function

U (ci, g, νiI)

where ci is private consumption, g is consumption of a publicly provided good

and yi represents a taste for integration, so that

I = 1 if integration occurs, otherwise I = 0.

Without loss of generality let U (ci, g, 1) > U (ci, g, 0). If νi > 0 then person

i has a taste for integration. The publicly provided good g is produced using

a linear technology f
¡
R
N

¢
= f 0

Q
· ¡R

N

¢
, where N is the number of people in the

original population and Q is an index of factor prices. Government revenue is

R = τ
P
i∈N

ωi and government expenditures must equal revenues. Person i enjoys

ki · f
¡
R
N

¢
units of public provision where

P
i∈N
ki = 1. The parameters {ki}i∈N are

taken as fixed. Public production is financed by proportional tax on endowments,
6Paarlberg however is skeptical that this strategy resulted in greater liberalization in farm

policy than could have been acheived by purely domestic means. In particular, Uruguay round
limits do not seem to have seriously constrained farm subsidies in major agricultural countries.
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so the budget constraint for an individual is

ωi · (1− τ)− ci ≥ 0.
Let ω̄ be tax base per head, so

ω̄ =
τ

N

X
i∈N

ωi.

An individual’s most preferred tax rate, holding the size of the jurisdiction

fixed, is characterized by the problem

Max U (ci, g, yi)

s.t. (i) ωi · (1− τ)− ci ≥ 0 (λ)

(ii) ki · f 0 · (τω̄)− g ≥ 0 (µ)

(iii) ci ≥ 0

First-order conditions for an interior solution are

(a) uC (τ ,ω)− λ = 0

(b) uG (τ ,ω)− µ = 0
(c) −λ · ωi + µ · ki · f 0Q · ω̄.

These yield the condition

uG (τ ,ω)

uC (τ ,ω)
=
Q

f 0
· ωi/ω̄
ki

where ωi/ω̄ is person i’s wealth divided by average wealth and (Q/f 0) is the

marginal cost of public provision. The marginal cost of public provision is
³
Q
f 0

´
and person i0s tax price for input for public provision is ωi/ω̄

ki
.

The relationship among individual preferences is assumed to obey a

single-crossing property that requires marginal rates of substitution between pub-

lic and private consumption for any two individuals, weighted by the inverse of

the tax price for public inputs, to follow the same ordering as endowments.

Assumption: If an individual i has a lower tax price for public inputs than

voter j, so ωi
ki·ω̄ <

ωj
kj ·ω̄ , then
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ki
ωi/ω̄

· uG (τ ,ωi)
uC (τ ,ωi)

|τ∗j >
kj

ωj/ω̄
· uG (τ ,ωj)
uC (τ ,ωj)

|τ∗j
where τ ∗j is the preferred tax rate for j.

This assumption ensures that most preferred taxes rates will fall as the tax

price rise and implies that a version of the median voter theorem holds for a

simple voting-process.

The integration decision takes two stages. First an election determines

whether integration occurs with a another society comprising M individuals.7

Then a vote to determine taxes and public goods levels is held. Individual i

chooses either Y or N in the first round and τ i ∈ [0, 1] in the second round.
Integration occurs if a simple majority of individuals choose Y . In the second

round the median submitted tax rate is implemented. If this is not unique

because the number of voters is even the lower median rate is chosen. Subgame

perfect Nash equilibrium in undominated strategies is the solution concept. As

usual, best responses are determined using backward induction.8 In the second

round each voter submits his most-preferred tax rate. In equilibrium the voter

with the median tax price for public inputs, either for the original society or

for the consolidated society depending on the results of the first round, will be

decisive in the second round. In the first round voters anticipate results in the

second round. The voter with the median tax price for public inputs will not

necessarily be decisive because of the effect of other voters’ tastes for integration.9

Integration changes the identity of the decisive voter and the average

endowment. By affecting whose preferences prevail and what the financial con-

straints will be, integration influences the voting process and the choice of tax and

public provision levels. Let the no-integration fiscal variables be
¡
cSEPi , gSEP

¢
and the post-integration fiscal variables be

¡
cINTi , gINT

¢
. The effects of a small

7Another approach would be to model integration as a country’s choice to put some fraction
of public expenditures under the control of a multinational body. The multinational body would
then make public provision decisions based on how much each nation contributed. However,
the predictions of this model would be the same as the simpler model presented here.

8Actually a somewhat stronger condition is required to ensure that coalitions, not just
individuals, do not make non-credible threats.

9One could also imagine that if integration occurs that some bargaining process determines
outcomes. The direction of effects will be the same for typical bargaining solutions such as the
Nash cooperative solution. However, the two-stage game is unlikely to be dominance soluble,
creating technical complications with little or no change in the results.
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integration may be approximated by a first-order Taylor expansion:

∆U (ci, g, Ii) ≡ U
¡
cINTi , gINT , 1

¢− U ¡cSEPi , gSEP , 0
¢

or

∆U (ci, g, Ii) ≈ uC
¡
cINTi − cSEPi

¢
+ ki · uG

¡
gINT − gSEP¢+ uI · νi.

Person i votes for integration if this expression is nonnegative. Rearranging

terms gives

¡
cINTi − cSEPi

¢
+ ki · uG

uC

¡
gINT − gSEP¢+ uI

uC
· νi ≥ 0.

Let µSEP be the original decisive voter and and µINT be the decisive voter

if integration occurs, and let τ ∗SEP be the preferred tax rate for µ
SEP given tax

base per head of ω̄SEP , and τ ∗INT be the preferred tax rate for µ
INT given tax

base per head of ω̄INT . Then person i favors integration if∙
f 0

Q
· uG
uC
|τ∗SEP −

ωi

ki · ω̄SEP
¸
·ω̄SEP ·∆τ ∗+

¡
τ ∗INT · ω̄ADD

¢·f 0
Q
·uG
uC
|τ∗SEP+

uI
uC
|τ∗SEP ·νi ≥ 0

where ω̄ADD is the added tax base gained through integration and∆τ ∗ = (τ ∗SEP − τ ∗INT )

is the change in tax rates. The first term represents value of public provision net

of forgone private consumption. The expression in square brackets is zero for the

no-integration decisive voter. For voters with a lower tax price for public inputs

than the no-integration decisive voter the corresponding term in the equation

determining their voting decision will be positive. That is, if integration causes

taxes to rise, voters with a lower tax price will value the added public consump-

tion more than the no-integration decisive voter. The second term represents

the value of the gain in tax base acquired through integration. The last term

reflects the voter’s taste for integration.

3 Specification

3.1 The Model and Predictions

The model indicates that the probability an individual chooses to vote for

integration depends on how the fiscal situation would change, on his tax price

12



and on his taste for integration. The voter’s index function can be rearranged

as follows∙
f 0

Q
· ω̄SEP ·∆τ ∗ +

f 0

Q
· ¡τ ∗INT · ω̄ADD¢¸·uGuC |τ∗SEP−£ω̄SEP ·∆τ ∗

¤· ωi

ki · ω̄SEP +
uI
uC
|τ∗SEP ·νi ≥ 0.

The terms in square brackets are constant across voters. The first term

in square brackets shows the effect of integration on the tax base, which is the

sum of a change in tax effect and a change in tax base effect. As the Stability

Pact’s intention was to reduce debt and deficits of EU countries, thus putting

downward pressure on government spending, presumably voters expected ∆τ ∗ to

be negative. On the other hand, France’s per capita income has been slightly

above the average of the EU 15. To the extent that European integration shifts

decisionmaking from Paris to Brussels, so that the decisive voter among existing

EU countries becomes more relevant at the expense of the decisive voter in France,

the relevant per capita income, and thus ω̄ADD, falls slightly. As the Maastricht

Treaty also paved the road to accession of 10 additional countries, all with much

lower per capita incomes, voters might reasonably have expected approval of the

referendum to lead to economic and political integration which would result in a

lowering of the average EU income for the foreseeable future, even if integration

led to higher income growth rates in each country.

More particularly, because France has traditionally been a net beneficiary

of the CAP, either shifting decisionmaking to Brussels which would presumably

give more leverage to countries which were net contributors, or expanding the EU

eastwards to include heavily agricultural countries such as Poland, voters might

have expected approval of the Maastricht Treaty to lead to a changed political

environment which could create pressure for lower CAP subsidies. Indeed, net

contributor countries have produced a stream of proposals for reducing CAP

subsidies. To sum up, the first term in square brackets consists of two terms,

which based on analysis of the situation, are probably both negative. The

variable part of the first term represents taste for public provision. The model

then predicts that those with a stronger taste for public good are more likely to

vote ‘Non.’

The second term in square brackets also includes ∆τ ∗, and is thus ex-

pected to be negative. The variable part varies directly with an individual’s tax

price and inversely with his or her relative share of public benefits. The model
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then predicts that those with higher incomes are more likely to vote ‘Oui’ and

voters receiving higher levels of benefits are more likely to vote ‘Non.’ As noted

before, the third term represents the taste for European integration.

For the empirical work the probability of a ‘Oui’ vote is represented by

the expression

Pr (Ouii) = Λ (β0 + β1 · PubProvTastei + β2 · ProIntegi + β3 ·NetBenefitsi)

where Λ (·) is a logit function. PubProvTastei is a vector of variables reflect-
ing taste for public provision, Prointegi is a vector of variables reflecting attitudes

towards European integration, and NetBenefitsi is a vector of variables reflecting

differential benefits from public provision and tax prices. Of course, some vari-

ables used in the empirical analysis, such as unemployment status and political

voting history, may affect more than one category.

3.2 Aggregation

Because individual ballots are unobserved the estimation is run on aggre-

gated voting data from cities and rural parts of département. France is divided

into 100 départements, which are level of administrative intermediate to regions

and cantons.10 If each individual’s vote is statistically independent it can be

shown that aggregate voting behavior is described by

ln

µ
Vj

1− Vj

¶
= β0+β1 ·PubProvTastej+β2 ·ProIntegj+β3 ·NetBenefitsj+λj+εj

where Vj is the proportion voting ‘Oui’ in area j. Independent variables indexed

by j represent area averages, εj is an i.i.d. error term representing unobserved

heterogeneity and λj is a heteroskedasticity correction. Under the given as-

sumptions, this specification permits interpretation of the regression coefficients

as parameters of the underlying utility function of a representative voter (Greene

2003, p.686-7). Snyder (2005) proves a similar linearity result in a context where
10The system of départements was established 1790. New boundaries cut across the bound-

aries of the provinces, the key administrative division of the French monarchy, to minimize the
influence of old loyalties and allegiances (Wikipedia 2005). To the extent that provincial differ-
ences persist, the way these boundaries were drawn reduces unobserved heterogeneity among
départements.
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the relative effects of an electoral proposition can be represented as a point in

Euclidean space, voters have Euclidean preferences (i.e. spherical indifference

surfaces) and are slightly uncertain about the true effects of the proposition, and

voter ideal points are symmetrically distributed in each district.

Because individual ballots are unobserved the estimation is run on ag-

gregated voting data from départements and cities. Because départements differ

in size the aggregation process creates heteroskedasticity. That is, the aggrega-

tion of votes is here treated as a sampling process and unobserved heterogeneity

among départements provides another source of variance. Amemiya and Nold

(1975) propose a two-stage grouped-logit estimator, asymptotically equivalent to

the maximum likelihood estimator, which uses a weighting scheme based on the

square root law along with a correction for unobserved heterogeneity. However,

Dickens (1990) notes that weighting observations by the square root of group size

may lead to biased and inefficient estimates because individual choices within an

unit of aggregation are likely to be correlated. Unless individual choices within

the group are believed to be uncorrelated, he argues, using unweighted data pro-

vides better results. Voting choices within a given geographic district may be

correlated for many reasons.

When sharp group differences such as race divide voters and where vot-

ers in districts with high proportions of minorities act differently than in districts

with low proportions of minorities, then estimates using grouped data are biased

(Ansolabehere and Rivers 1995). However, these factors are much less relevant

here.11 Racial tensions in France during the early 1990s were probably much

lower than in districts analyzed in the US voting rights literature. The Maas-

tricht referendum split the political establishment and parties, and so did not

divide voters along the lines of usual politics. Biases in group-data estimators

are said to result from differences in behavior of minority voters in districts con-

taining many minorities from behavior in districts containing high proportions

of minorities. Similarly, differences in non-minority voter behavior across such

districts may also bias estimates. If one takes not being a native French cit-

izen as a proxy for minority status, the distribution of minorities is relatively

even.12 In the present dataset only two city observations are ‘majority minor-
11Sharper social divisions may exist in some areas excluded from the dataset, such as Corsica,

the overseas colonies and Paris.
12The French census of the population has no race question.
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ity’ and the highest proportion of non-natives among département observations

is about a quarter. Thus the bias caused by strongly racially polarized voting

in highly segregated districts seems unlikely to occur here. Furthermore, this

aggregation bias is aggravated by the absence of covariates (Calvo and Escolar

2003).13 While US voting data are difficult to link to sociodemographic data

because electoral and administrative boundaries almost always differ, in France

they coincide. Therefore matching French voting data with covariates is rela-

tively straightforward.

Binkley (1992) examines finite sample properties of grouped heteroskedas-

ticity estimators using Monte Carlo techniques. He finds that the usual Pagan-

Breusch test overstates errors and proposes a modified Pagan-Breusch test as a

reasonable compromise between tests sensitive to Type I errors and those sen-

sitive to Type II errors. This suggestion is implemented by running separate

regressions for cities and for départements, and then pooling errors for use in cal-

culating a modified Pagan-Breusch test. For various specifications the hypothesis

of no heteroskedasticity was rejected. The Amemiya-Nold estimator corrects for

effects of within-group heterogeneity, which the estimators that Dickens consid-

ers do not. However, because the observation with the smallest population has

about 20,000 residents, the Amemiya-Nold estimates are nearly identical to those

obtained by a naive weighting scheme.14 For these reasons the empirical analysis

employes OLS along with robust standard errors.

3.3 Voting and Variables

Previous research suggests that French voters, like those in other countries,

respond to economic interests and conditions. Lewis-Beck (1983) used Euro-

barometer survey data to find that voting intentions in French legislative elec-

tions were correlated with measures of ideology, attitudes towards inflation and

job opportunities, and unemployment experience. Eurobarometer data has the

advantage that it avoids possible problems arising from aggregation noted above.

However, Butler and Ranney (1994) find that referendum results often differ by

several percentage points from polling data taken beforehand. Thus data taken
13Calvo and Escolar add spatial information to their estimation, which in their work acts as

a proxy for different costs of living in different areas.
14These estimates are not reported, but are available upon request.
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from referendum results has the advantage that it reflects actual choices made

by voters, rather than answers given by a respondent to someone calling to inter-

rupt his dinner. Individual survey data and aggregated voting data each have

their problems and advantages, both unavoidable given the secrecy of the ballot.

Presumably a better understanding of voting behavior can be gained by using

both individual survey and aggregated results.15

The Maastricht Treaty was expected to affect economic conditions in

several ways. Reduction of trade barriers were expected to raise the general

level of prosperity, although it would also create structural adjustment problems

for industries with a weak competitive positions and the areas that surround

them. Tightening of exchange rate bands, strengthening of the European Mon-

etary Union would have been expected to reduce exchange rate risk, and the

subsequent creation of a common European currency would eliminate it. How-

ever, the process of monetary integration required limits on national fiscal policy,

the so-called convergence criteria, decreasing national government’s ability to re-

spond to economic downturns, while the scope for independent monetary policy

was set on a course of extinction. Thus the interests of those who could expect

to benefit from the lowering or elimination of trading and labor mobility barriers,

presumably voters with higher income and education levels living in more urban-

ized areas, are set against those dependent on discretionary government spending

which would be squeezed, presumably those with lower income levels, a higher

probability of unemployment, living in more rural areas. However, during the

referendum campaign there was little reason to believe that fiscal constraints re-
15 The decision to vote for a referendum day comprises two decisions. An individual must

decide to cast a ballot and then decide to vote ’Oui’ rather than ’Non’ or cast a blank ballot.
Meon (2004) analyzes turnout for the 1992 referendum and finds it strongly related to turnout
in presidential elections. Turnout regressions without a previous turnout variable using the
present dataset indicate abstention is positively correlated with the the unemployment rate
and negatively correlated with the proportion of French natives and support for the 1972 EEC
referendum. These results available upon request. Turnout was lowest in red-belt suburbs
of Paris where hard-line communists are strongest, although this effect does not show up in
the regression estimates for the 1988 vote share of Andre Lajoinie, the official candidate of the
Stalinist Communist Party. Deacon and Shapiro (1975) propose a model in which voters who
are indifferent abstain. However, this approach is not fully consistent with behavior observed in
the Maastricht referendum. That is, it appears some voters abstain due to political alienation
(as suggested by the unemployment and non-native effects), some abstain or spoil ballots as
a protest, and others abstain because they are indifferent or the costs of voting are high.
Estimating a model of abstention that allows for multiple types of absention would require
more data than are here available.
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quired by Maastricht would directly affect CAP payments, as the direct national

share of CAP payments (co-responsibility) is minor.

Approval of Maastricht also opened the door to further expansion of the

EU, while its failure would have retarded any attempt to include new countries.

Bringing additional countries into the EU requires reworking of complex vot-

ing schemes, coalitions among member governments, and reconfiguration of fiscal

burdens and benefits. The scale of CAP finances guarantees it a place on the

agenda at any such renegotiation among member governments. While contribu-

tor countries have lacked the leverage to bring about significant and long-lasting

reform through negotiations within the CAP framework, a major reopening of

basic EU arrangements introduces the possibility that net contributor countries

will refuse to continue to pay for the CAP at prior levels, creating a sudden con-

traction of the farm subsidy system. This fear of the effects of extending the EU

may explain the agricultural opposition to the Maastricht ratification.

3.3.1 Are Changes in Subsidies Endogenous?

If subsidies affect voting behavior, then the logical follow-up question is

whether politicians or administrators who answer to them can or do change sub-

sidy levels for various areas based on political considerations. This question

raises several technical and practical questions. First, it is not obvious that

politicians or administrators can easily manipulate a formula-driven subsidy pro-

gram. If they could manipulate program administration to reallocate subsidies,

then changes in subsidies should be correlated with political and economic fac-

tors. The change in subsidies between 1992 and 1993, which reflects changes

brought about by a major reform of the CAP, are correlated with several impor-

tant economic and political variables.16

If manipulation of subsidy levels were possible, what the politicians would

do is not immediately obvious. An alteration of the subsidy policy that might

aid legislative candidates, chosen in specific geographic areas, might not aid pres-

idential candidates seeking national support. A politician might reward his sup-

porters with higher subsidies to encourage greater electoral effort, or may want

to influence marginal voters while taking support of more fervent supporters for

granted. This effect would be presumably larger for district-based elections,
16Results available upon request.
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such as parliamentary or congressional elections, where geographically-targeted

benefits would help specific candidates.

The possibility that politicians can manipulate patterns of redistribution

to enhance their political chances raises problems of identifying how subsidies and

voting behavior are mutually determined. On the other hand, if a leading politi-

cian such as the French president could affect agricultural subsidy policy in order

to ensure passage of the Maastricht treaty, the results presented below suggest

that the best strategy would have been to delay introduction of the 1992 Mac-

Sherry reforms. The EU attempted to stall reforms discussed in the Uruguary

round trade negotiations, which eventually led to an impasse in 1990 that threat-

ened major damage to the world trading system, which led European business

leaders in export-oriented sectors to twist arms sufficiently hard to force CAP re-

form (Baldwin and Wyplosz §8.3). The French political establishment accepted

these reforms only under substantial and unusual duress, implying that the broad

structure of the MacSharry reforms can reasonably be considered exogenous.

4 Data

4.1 Splitting Cities from Départements

Data on subsidies and voting are available by region and for all départements,

providing a unique opportunity for studying the effect of subsidies on voting, as

there are a sufficient number of observations to employ appropriate statistical

techniques and the scale of subsidies sufficient to plausibly affect political behav-

ior. Observations from the four overseas départements and Corsica are excluded

because their social and political cultures differ significantly from continental

France. Data for Paris and its suburbs in the nearest two départements are

also excluded because agriculture subsidy data are only reported for the “Petite

Coronne” which contains Paris, Hauts de Seine, and Seine St. Denis.17

The data set also includes data for 209 of the largest cities in France.

The smallest cities in the dataset have about 20,000 residents.18 Values for
17Subsidies in the Petite Coronne are allocated by Val de Marne, which is by far the least

dense departement there.
18In some cases larger cities were excluded when data for the 1972 referendum could not

be obtained. For example, planned communities developed in the mid-1970s could not be
included.
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these cities were subtracted from the values of the département which contained

them. Département observations, which have had city values subtracted from

them, will be called ‘département remainders.’ This approach has two advan-

tages. First, the larger sample size provides more precise estimates. Second, if

city and non-city voters differ, separating city and non-city data reduces errors-

in-variables problems resulting from aggregation.19 This is important because

agricultural subsidies are probably more salient to non-city voters. City-specific

data were gathered for all variables except for data on farm subsidies and agri-

cultural employment data which are unavailable below the département level. In

1990, according to the French population census, cities in the dataset contained

14.3 million people. In 1990 twelve départements with no city in the dataset

had a total of 2.2 million residents. Départements with at least one city in the

dataset contained 35.8 million people. Table 1 shows descriptive statistics for

the combined sample, city observations and département remainders, from which

city data have been subtracted.

4.2 Variables

This section describes independent variables used in the empirical analysis,

which are divided among the categories of urbanization and location; European

orientation, economic conditions, political preferences and subsidies.

Urbanization and location are important because urban residents may

have different preferences and are unlikely to receive agricultural subsidies. The

logarithm of 1990 population density and a dummy variable for city observations

(CITY) measure the degree of urbanization. NONCITY is a dummy variable for

non-city observations, i.e. remainders of départements and those départements

that contain no large or medium-sized cities. Two variables reflect special re-

gional circumstances that may influence local material interests and hence voting

behavior. First, a measure of proximity to the European Parliament in Stras-

bourg is included. Success of European integration may have been expected to
19Regressions were run on undivided départements as an illustrative exercise and are available

upon request. These regressions explained a much smaller proportion of the variance than those

presented in Table 4. For example first specification in Table 4 has an
−
R
2

of 0.66 compared to

an
−
R
2

of .23 for the corresponding specification run with undivided departements. However,
the estimated effect of cereal subsidies was virtually identical.
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increase the importance of the European Parliament, and this could have given

voters near the Parliament reason to support the referendum. Or voters living

near the European Parliament may have already enjoyed benefits which led them

to view European integration in a more positive light. For cities the driving

time to Strasbourg was taken from <www.mapquest.fr>, and for Strasbourg the

driving time was arbitrarily set at 15 minutes. For Bas-Rhin, the département

that contains Strasbourg, the driving time was arbitrarily set at 40 minutes, and

for the neighboring départements (Haut-Rhin, Moselle, Vosges) driving times

were set at 70 minutes. Benefits to proximity to the European Parliament were

assumed to be quadratic in distance:

EP_PROX = max

½
802 − (driving time)2

802
, 0

¾
presuming that no benefits are received for areas requiring more than 80

minutes driving time.

Second, the variable PORT indicates whether a city has ferry service

to England. Until 1999 ferry passengers between France and England were

allowed to buy duty-free goods, providing an indirect subsidy to ferry operators

and to merchants in port cities. For example, before the abolition of intra-EU

duty-free sales, Calais received about 8.5 million British visitors per year, many

drawn by the opportunity to buy duty-free goods (BBC, 1999). The Council of

Ministers in 1991 decided to abolish intra-EU duty-free sales in 1999, although

some believed that this decree would be modified or delayed. The Maastricht

Treaty’s clause 113 states that commerical policy should be based on “uniform

principles.” Perhaps this gave those who would lose benefits from the application

of uniform principles, such as by limiting duty-free sales, a motive to vote ‘Non’.

The degree of European orientation is measured by the log-odds ratio for

the ‘Oui’ vote in the 1972 referendum and the proportion of the population who

are not native-born citizens of France.

Economic conditions are measured by imputed local unemployment rates

in 1992, calculated using official département-level data and 1990 self-reported

income at the city level. Income data was taken from the French revenue au-

thority’s website.

Political preferences are represented by results from the first round of
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the 1988 Presidential election. Votes in the first rounds of Presidential elections

may provide a better measure of true political preferences than second-round

votes, as the second round offers a choice of only two candidates. Vote shares

for Mitterand, LePen and Barre in the first round of the 1988 Presidential race

are calculated as the proportion of the total number of valid ballots. French

communists had historically opposed European integration, though some chose to

abstain or boycott the referendum. The main communist party strongly opposed

ratifying Maastricht, while other communists were strongly in favor. Therefore

the vote share of the official communist candidate, Andre Lajoinie, is separated

out from the other communist candidates (Juquin, Laguiller or Boussel) which

comprise the variable OTHRCOMMI. Le Pen took a strong anti-Maastricht

position (Ross, 2000). The traditional Gaullists (Chirac, Bousel) are the omitted

category along with Waechter, a minor environmentalist candidate.

Département level variables measuring effects of farm subsidies are di-

vided by non-city population, assuming that city residents get a ‘warm glow’

externality from increases in well-being of non-city residents, or enjoy goods

complementary to increased agricultural activity such as seeing open country-

side. City merchants may also benefits from increased subsidy levels for local

farmers, while paying a small fraction of their cost.20

CEREAL92 and RESTSUB92 represents cereal and non-cereal subsidies

(000s of current FF) from the 1992 divided by non-city population. CER_SD92,

OTHR_SD92 and ELEVSD92 represent cereal, non-cereal and ‘elevage and reval-

uation,’ and were computed using the AGRESTE ‘semi-definite’ tabulations for

1992. These categories are mutually exclusive and sum to total subsidies. SUB-

VEN92 is computed using data from the AGRESTE CD.
20This ’warm glow’ could also be negative. This could occur if city residents resent the

subsidies received by nearby farmers. If agricultural markets are not well integrated regionally
or nationally, then higher farm subsidies to farms in nearby areas might increase prices to
residents of a city.
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5 Analysis of Referendum Voting Behavior

5.1 Split-sample Estimates

Table 2 presents results for unweighted OLS regressions with four sets of

RHS variables run on the whole dataset, but with interaction terms for city and

noncity observations. The results support the predictions of the model presented

above. Specifications that include voting results from the 1988 Presidential

election explain nearly 80% of the variance. Even without these variables over

60% of the variance is explained.

This split-set estimation places no restrictions on coefficient estimates,

but assumes error terms for both groups are distributed identically. Equality

of the groups of city and noncity coefficients, as presented in Table 2, cannot be

rejected at the 10% level, except for income and unemployment in the second and

third specifications.21 The first set of right-hand side variables includes measures

of urbanization, percent non-natives, previous support for European integration,

income and unemployment as well as the level of subsidies. The subsidy per

capita variables are interacted with the CITY and NONCITY dummies. For both

cities and noncity observations variables measure the level of subsidies per noncity

population. Coefficient estimates for the intercept and the indicator variable

CITY are not reported. All other variables represent values or imputations of

values for either the city or the département remainder.

The second specification includes votes shares for various candidates in

the first round of the 1988 Presidential election, with Chirac’s share as the omit-

ted category. The third set includes a proximity to the European Parliament

variable and a dummy for port cities with ferry service to England. The third set

omits variables reflecting voting in the first round of the 1988 Presidential elec-

tion. Coefficients have been transformed into elasticity form, except for those

associated with dummy variables. White robust standard errors are presented

in parentheses below.

In all regressions, the log-odds ratio of the proportion of those voting to
21F-tests were run for the groups of variables measuring European Orientation (%Not French

Native, Log-Odds Oui ’72); Economic Conditions (Local Unemployment, Income); Political
Preferences (various candidate vote shares in 1988); and Subsidies (various measures of per
capita subsidies). In each case the hypothesis that city and non-city coefficient estimates were
equal could not be rejected at the 10% level except for the Economic Conditions variables in
specifications two (pval=0.075) and three (pval=0.048).
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approve the 1972 referendum is positive and strongly significant, suggesting that

French voters retain a long political memory, so that the patterns of voters’ reac-

tions to political events remain visible decades later. Untransformed coefficients

for the 1972 vote range from about .3 to .5, reflecting the greater level of support

for the 1972 EEC treaty. Past voting in the 1988 Presidential election also shows

up strongly, though its effects are more complicated. Relative to those areas

that supported Chirac, areas that supported Mitterand, Barre and communists

other than Lajoinie were significantly more likely to support Maastricht, although

these effects were stronger in cities than in noncity areas. Those who supported

LePen or Lajoinie did not vote significantly differently than those who support

Chirac. These results reflect the splits within traditional political parties over

the wisdom of ratifying the Maastricht treaty.

Because President Mitterand chose to ratify Maastricht via referendum

rather than a Parliamentary vote and because he led the ‘Oui’ forces, some an-

alysts interpreted the results as a referendum on Mitterand’s presidency rather

than on the actual content of the Maastricht treaty (Franklin et al. 1994, Franklin

1995). If this were the case, support for ratification among Mitterand’s core sup-

porters would be stronger, ceteris paribus, than among supporters of his center-

right rivals. Those who voted for him in the first round in 1988 were more likely

to support ratification of Maastricht relative to those who choose Chirac in 1988,

especially in cities. On the other hand, the estimates of the strength of sup-

port for ratification was about the same as for supporters of the Gaullist figure

Raymond Barre. Thus Mitterand’s core supporters, those who picked him in

the initial 1988 round, were more supportive than core supporters of Chirac, who

gave the Maastricht ratification effort lukewarm support, but not evidently more

strongly than followers of other politicians who supported ratification. Thus

while Mitterand may have some effect, most probably in more urbanized areas,

it does not appear to be the major determinant of voters’ choices.

Estimates shows that economic factors played a strong role in determining

support for Maastricht, and the influence of economics is closely linked to politics.

The model suggests areas that pay a greater proportion of the taxes will be more

likely to support political integration that would limit internal redistribution,

while beneficiaries of redistributive policies will be less likely to support European

integration. This prediction is borne out in the data.
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In the first specification, which drops the 1988 Presidential vote variables,

income is not significantly correlated with referendum support and higher levels

of unemployment are stronger correlated with weaker support. In the second and

third specifications, the results are very different. As unemployment has been

a major issue in French politics, one would expect a strong correlation between

local unemployment and the performance of various candidates in the previous

Presidential vote, and thus some changes in the estimated effects are expected.

This suggests that both right-wing and left-wing parties have supporters from

various income levels, but that sorting between right-wing and left-wing is sharper

when it comes to unemployment.

Higher income in cities and lower unemployment in the noncity areas

are significantly linked to stronger support, while coefficients for higher income

in the noncity areas and lower unemployment in cities are insignificant. Meon

(2002,2004) finds a correlation between lower unemployment and strong support

for the referendum, and other analysts that more prosperous areas favored in-

tegration. Vlachos (2002) presents a paper on the Swedish EU membership

referendum which argues that because greater EU powers restrict member gov-

ernments’ ability to pursue aggressive employment policies, voters in areas at

higher risk of structural unemployment are more likely to oppose integration.

In other words, voting for Maastricht is a vote for entering an economic and

political system that promises to constrain redistribution through national pro-

grams, such as national subsidies, industrial policies, employment programs and

other means. In particular, the Stability Pact requiring countries entering the

Eurozone to limit their public debt and deficit spending, could have reasonably

been expected by French voters to restrict various national initiatives aimed at

the unemployed and other groups. However, the differential pattern of support,

with income mattering more in urban areas and unemployment mattering more

in rural areas, has not be noted before. This may reflect differences in economic

opportunities, so unemployment may be less important in urban areas that have

thicker job markets.22

The effects of cereal subsidies are significant and negative in all three

specifications for both city and noncity areas, while coefficients for noncereal sub-
22Unemployment rates for local areas are imputed while previous election data are not. Mea-

surement errors for unemployment may bias estimates downward, thus understating the impor-
tance of unemployment.
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sidies are small and not statistically significant. Interpreting these coefficients

requires an explanation of how the 1992 MacSharry reforms worked. Target

prices were sharply reduced for cereals (24.8% for maize and soft wheat, 44.3%

for hard wheat and 20.9% for other cereals) and reduced by a futher 7.7% in 1993.

To compensate for these changes direct payments to farmers were increased. Di-

rect payments were based on the size of farms and local agricultural productivity,

but were ‘decoupled’ from current and future yields. To receive direct payments

farmers had to withdraw 15% of their arable land from cultivation. Accord-

ing to data available in late 1992, 3.4 billion French Francs (FF) were spent on

cereal and oilseed subsidies which was predicted to increase to FF 19.5 billion

(European Commision 1995 section 110; Baldwin and Wyplosz 2003). Thus an

increase in subsidy payments is a proxy for the size of the effects of the MacSharry

reforms upon a given farm, and cannot be simply interpreted as a simple increase

in income. The negative relation between higher subsidy levels per capita and

support for greater European economic integration suggests farmers either voted

retrospectively wishing to punish politicians or voted prospectively and feared

that expanding and deepening the European Union would lead to changes or re-

forms that would threaten subsidies. In any case, the bigger and more productive

farms received larger payments, but also faced greater risks from reform. The

insignificant coefficient for non-cereal subsidies suggests other types of farmers

felt either less threatened or less harmed by the reforms.

The elasticity estimates associated with 1992 cereal subsidies to rural

areas are remarkably stable across specifications. This estimate is -0.21% for the

first and fourth specification in Table 4 and for the first specification in Table 2.

The second specification in Table 4, which uses official data from 2000 rather than

the data available at the time, has an estimated elasticity of 0.20%, which is the

same as the estimate in the second specification in Table 2. If ‘Oui’ was exactly

50%, a 1% change in cereal subsidies is associated with a 0.1% drop in support for

European integration. If 10% more farms were so affected this would correlated

with a 1% drop in support. Given that the percentage of the French population

engaged in agriculture is about 3-4%, this seems a reasonable magnitude. Of

course, this elasticity should be interpreted carefully, as it measures not just the

amount of subsidies received but also is a proxy for the size of the reform’s effect

on farms.
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The working of CAP reform may also explain the larger negative co-

efficient for the city and 1992 subsidy interaction term in Table 2. As farm

subsidy payments are decoupled from actual production the demand for agricul-

tural machinery and other inputs falls, damaging town merchants, who received

no compensating payments from the government.

5.2 Analysis of the City and Département Remainders

The split-sample estimates for city and département remainder observations

impose an equal error variance condition on the two types of observations. Be-

cause urban and rural areas may differ in ways that the independent variables do

not measure, separate regression results for city observations are presented in Ta-

ble 3, and results for département remainders are presented in Table 4. However,

the estimates from the split-sample and the separate regressions are very similar.

Results for the separate city regressions are very close to the city variables in

the pooled regressions. All the variables which are statistically significant in one

version are statistically significant in the other, and the estimated coefficients are

very similar. For the département remainders the similarity between estimates

is not as close, but all the main features are present in both. Some of the 1988

Presidential vote share variables are significant in one equation but not the other.

However, for the other variables the signs of estimated coefficients never change,

and coefficients statistically significant in one equation are statistically significant

in the other. In particular, as with the pooled estimates, total subsidies and ce-

real subsidies have a statistically significant effect on voting behavior. Noncereal

subsidies either have statistically insignificant coefficients (OTHERSUB92 and

RESTSUB92), while revaluations had a positive effect on ratification support.

Thus pooling or splitting the sample has no effect on the estimation of the

key factors influencing voting behavior: higher income and lower unemployment

correlate with stronger support, past support for European integration translates

to current support, and higher subsidies for cereals and oils is linked to strong

opposition to integration.
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6 Conclusion

Two main themes emerge from the voting results. First, voting behavior

on European integration issues does not neatly correlate with voting behavior in

Presidential elections, which is unsurprising given the splits which the Maastricht

issue caused in both the Left and the Right. Matsusaka (1992) presents a model

in which politicians choose which issues will be decided by referendum, and which

will remain within the normal political process, and argues that referendums are

used for issues which cut across typical ideological boundaries. The evidence

presented here provides some support for this hypothesis. The Maastricht refer-

endum split the center-right, the communists and the environmentalists, making

both the pro- and anti-ratification coalitions ideologically diverse according the

dividing lines of ordinary politics (Ross 2000).

Second, voting over European integration is intertwined with redistrib-

utive programs, either through programs administered through national govern-

ments (industrial policies, unemployment initiatives) or through the European

Union (CAP). The link between European integration and redistribution is

hardly surprising. The introduction of the CAP was closely tied to the nature of

trade agreements between France, Germany and other founding EEC members,

and the European Social Fund was established in conjunction with Portugal’s

accession. However, the use of subsidies to acheive political and economic in-

tegration raises a time consistency issue. New subsidies may help overcome

obstacles to European integration. However, once a system of subsidies is put in

place it becomes difficult to reform or dismantle. Furthermore, these subsidies

give their recipients a strong material incentive to resist further integration ini-

tiatives. As the regression results show, recipients of agricultural funds like new

subsidies but dislike measures that might endanger existing subsidies.

At the national level the larger number of citizens who pay higher taxes

or pay higher food prices may be unable to organize as effectively as the smaller

number of agricultural producers. The common political economy explanation is

that a small concentrated group enjoying benefits may be more politically influen-

tial than a larger diffuse group bearing the costs. However, political integration

may limit the influence of such concentrated groups, as James Madison famously

argued in the 10th Federalist paper. In a larger polity any given faction will have

less influence because it must compete with a larger number of diverse factions, so
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only policies that are mutually beneficial or at least broadly beneficial are likely

to survive. Voters frustrated by the influence of interest groups at the national

level will then have a motive to push policy decisions to a supranational level

where interest groups’ influence is attenuated. On the other hand, opponents of

reform will continue to resist changes either by influencing bargaining positions of

national states or directly in international discussions. Paarlberg (1996) argues

that those who hoped to bypass agricultural lobbies and ministries by pushing

for agricultural trade and subsidy reform into the trade policy arena have little

to show for their effects. However, even if transfering discussion of these issues

to the international trade negotiations or to deliberations of supranational bodies

such as the EU does not guarantee reform proponents will win, it does take those

discussions out of arenas in which they are most likely to lose, that is, within the

bounds of national agricultural policy. This motivation is often missing from

discussions of who supports European integration. Consumers and taxpayers,

who lose in the national policy arena, will naturally want to push decisions to

a supranational area where provincial interests are weaker. Thus subsidies that

have been used to help European integration negotiations past difficult sticking

points may eventually bring greater pressure for the reduction of subsidies overall.
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Data Sources
Variables are grouped into four categories: location and urbanization,

attitudes towards European integration, economic conditions, past electoral be-

havior and the level of subsidies. Land area data are taken from INSEE and

<www.quid.fr> and population data were taken from INSEE website. The of-

ficial département level unemployment rate data are INSEE (1996), and then

used with town-level census data (Recensement du population 1990) to impute

local unemployment rates for 1992 using a simple pro-rate allocation formula.23

The income variable is imputed using data from the French revenue authority for

the 2000, the earliest year available, and département-specific income data for

1992. Thus the intra-départemental variation is taken from the nearest avail-

able year, and the interdepartmental variation is taken from official sources for

the given year.24 Election and referendum results (1972 enlargement of Euro-

pean Economic Community, the first-round of the 1988 Presidential election and

1992 referendum on the Maastricht Treaty) appeared in Le Monde supplements.

Nationality data were taken from the INSEE website (Recensement du popula-

tion 2000). Other data are taken from issues of the Annuaire Statistique de la

France.25

Data on subsidies, agricultural production and number of farms (dossiers)

were obtained from the French Ministry of Agriculture and AGRICOLE. Three

versions of the subsidy data are used in the analysis. The first set of subsidy

data were taken from annual reports for AGRESTE (1993). The second set of

data provided by AGRESTE in as tabulations, and specified the ‘semi-definite’

totals for the current year and ‘provisional’ totals for the coming year. These

data probably match most closely the information available to farmers and voters

in September 1992. Some specifications also use the ‘semi-definite’ figures for

1992, denoted by variable names contained the code “SD.” A third version of the
23The imputation of unemployment rates combines 1990 census data, which relies on self-

reported data, with the annual departement level unemployment figures, which are compat-
ible with International Labor Office standards. An unemployment data series at the sub-
departemental level has only recently been developed.
24Income data at the sub-departemental level must exist, but were unavailable. Scholars who

have used French income data were contacted about where to obtain these data. Unfortunately,
it was impossible to find a source for these data. Piketty (2003) suggests patterns of French
income growth are very stable, so these imputations may provide a reasonable approximation
of local income. Of course, any assistance in obtaining these data would be appreciated.
25Some variables, such as income by city (commune) for the early 1990s have so far been

unobtainable.
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data were taken from a data CD obtained from AGRESTE (2001), which con-

tains data on subsidies from 1990 through 2000, but does not have a breakdown

by category. In the results (Tables 2,3,4) variables created using these data are

flagged as ‘AGRESTE CD. The different versions of the subsidy data are highly

correlated, and differences in results are minor.26

26The major difference concerns the departement of Tarn et Garonne, which shows a dis-
crepancy of 454 million FF between categories of subsidy for the ’definite’ and ’semi-definite’
figures. However, the total level of subsidy is very similar. AGRESTE was unable to provide
a clarification.
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Departement Remainders
Variable Description Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.

VOTEPROP %Voting 1992 Referendum 0.670 0.036 0.657 0.034 0.701 0.019
OUIPROP72 % Oui 1992 Referendum 0.517 0.068 0.527 0.071 0.493 0.053
LGOD_OUI Log-odd % Oui 1992 Referendum 0.069 0.277 0.111 0.291 -0.027 0.214

Location
EP_PROX Proximity to Euro Parliament 0.020 0.108 0.020 0.115 0.019 0.091
PORT Ferry Service to UK (1/0) 0.023 0.151 0.033 0.180
LOGDENS Log 1990 Population Density 6.642 1.836 7.705 0.891 4.20 0.84

European Orientation
OUIPROP72 % Oui 1972 EEC Referendum 0.675 0.092 0.674 0.099 0.676 0.075
NonNative %Not French Native 0.146 0.091 0.168 0.096 0.095 0.052

Economic Conditions
UNEMPL92 Local Unemployment 11.4 3.4 12.2 3.6 9.5 1.9
INCOME92 Income (FF,1000s) 80.9 16.7 81.5 18.2 79.6 12.8

1988 Presidential Vote (1st Round)
MITTERAND % Mitterand 0.339 0.052 0.337 0.056 0.345 0.042
BARRE % Barre 0.164 0.034 0.164 0.034 0.165 0.034
LEPEN % LePen 0.154 0.049 0.162 0.050 0.135 0.042
LAJOINIE % Lajoinie 0.071 0.042 0.073 0.047 0.068 0.031
OTHRCOMMI % Other Commies 0.045 0.009 0.045 0.010 0.046 0.007

FARMERSPC92 Non-Salaried Agr. Workers per cap. '92 0.025 0.019 0.021 0.017 0.033 0.020
FARMERSPC93 Non-Salaried Agr. Workers per cap. '93 0.023 0.018 0.020 0.016 0.031 0.019

Subsidies (000s FF/noncity pop)
CEREAL92 Cereal Subsidies 1992 0.089 0.152 0.074 0.138 0.125 0.178
ELEVSD92 Elevage and Revalour. 1992 0.077 0.126 0.059 0.106 0.117 0.158
RESTSUB92 Non-Cereal subsidies 1992 0.407 0.483 0.327 0.415 0.592 0.573
SUBVEN92 Total subsidies1992 (AGRESTE CD) 0.311 0.399 0.251 0.362 0.449 0.445
SUBVEN93 Total subsidies 1993 (AGRESTE CD) 0.645 0.675 0.535 0.621 0.897 0.729
SUB9293 Change in subsidies 92-93 (AGRESTE CD) 0.334 0.352 0.284 0.329 0.448 0.376

N 300 209 91

Notes:  Paris, Hauts de Seine, Seine Saint Denis, Corsica and overseas departements omitted.

Table 1:  Means for Pooled Sample, City Observations and Departement Remainders

Pooled Sample Cities
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Table 2:  Combined (Split Sample) Analysis of Maastricht Ratification

Variable Label β t-stat Elast. β t-stat Elast. β t-stat Elast. β t-stat Elast.
Urbanization and Location
CITY -0.76 -1.11 -1.01 -1.50 -0.88 -1.38 -0.16 -0.50
LOGDENS Log Population Density 0.01 0.91 1.80 0.01 0.73 2.91 0.008 0.67 2.59 0.06 4.00 23.0
EP_PROX Proximity to Euro Parlmt. 0.67 8.44 0.30 0.67 8.44 0.60 0.65 8.03 0.61 0.41 6.35 0.45
PORT Ferry Service to UK (1/0) -0.17 -2.46 -0.16 -2.33 -0.17 -2.48 -0.14 -1.47

European Orientation
NonNative*CITY %Not French Native 0.46 3.43 1.22 0.47 3.50 2.48 0.45 3.33 2.48 -0.33 -1.72 -2.11
NonNative*NONCITY 1.26 2.58 0.94 1.22 2.42 1.81 1.36 2.75 2.08 0.20 0.46 0.36
LGODOUI72*CITY Log-Odds Oui '72 EEC Ref. 0.33 4.26 3.96 0.32 4.26 7.87 0.34 4.50 8.46 0.36 8.59 10.3
LGODOUI72*NONCITY 0.32 3.20 1.70 0.33 3.41 3.52 0.34 3.40 3.75 0.30 5.06 3.77

Economic Conditions
UNEMPL92*CITY Local Unemployment 0.003 0.69 0.77 0.003 0.79 1.77 0.004 0.92 2.08 -0.02 -3.27 -12.0
UNEMPL93*NONCITY -0.015 -1.77 -3.32 -0.018 -2.00 -7.65 -0.018 -1.92 -7.97 -0.03 -2.84 -13.7
INCOME92*CITY Income (FF,1000s) 0.004 4.46 7.53 0.004 4.71 15.9 0.004 4.31 14.4 0.0001 0.10 0.43
INCOME92*NONCITY 0.001 0.83 2.73 0.001 0.80 5.26 0.0004 0.26 1.50 -0.0007 -0.37 -3.02

1988 Presidential Vote (1st Round)
MITTERAND*CITY % Mitterand 1.08 2.47 5.83 1.13 2.80 12.2 0.86 2.11 9.62
MITTERAND*NONCITY 0.57 1.07 1.37 0.48 0.85 2.30 0.18 0.35 0.89
BARRE*CITY % Barre 2.36 3.44 6.20 2.49 3.96 13.1 2.00 3.13 10.9
BARRE*NONCITY 1.16 1.99 1.34 1.02 1.74 2.34 0.80 1.17 1.91
LEPEN*CITY % LePen -0.49 -0.81 -1.27 -0.22 -0.37 -1.13 -0.68 -1.17 -3.67
LEPEN*NONCITY -0.89 -1.27 -0.84 -1.13 -1.55 -2.13 -1.25 -1.80 -2.44
LAJOINIE*CITY % Lajoinie -0.42 -0.48 -0.49 -0.43 -0.51 -0.99 -0.58 -0.68 -1.39
LAJOINIE*NONCITY 0.26 0.30 0.13 0.56 0.63 0.53 0.42 0.44 0.41
OTHRCOMMI*CITY % Other Commies 9.97 7.37 7.25 10.6 7.55 15.4 10.2 7.42 15.3
OTHRCOMMI*NONCITY 6.56 2.94 2.11 6.12 2.80 3.93 7.10 3.17 4.71
Subsidies (000s FF/noncity pop)
CEREAL92*CITY Cereal Subsidies '92 -0.15 -2.42 -0.17 -0.164 -2.42 -0.39 -0.01 -0.17 -0.04
CEREAL92*NONCITY -0.21 -2.63 -0.18 -0.203 -2.72 -0.36 -0.18 -2.37 -0.37
RESTSUB92*CITY Non-Cereal subsidies '92 0.04 1.15 0.22 0.004 0.13 0.04 0.05 1.37 0.59
RESTSUB92*NONCITY 0.03 0.64 0.13 0.042 0.75 0.35 0.03 0.77 0.34
ELEVSD92*CITY Elevage and Reval '92 0.27 2.38 0.00
ELEVSD92*NONCITY -0.11 -0.87 0.00

SUBVEN92*CITY Subsidies '92 (AGRESTE CD) -0.021 -0.65 -0.17
SUBVEN92*NONCITY -0.072 -1.70 -0.47

F-test 59.72 58.50 57.72 56.01
R-sq. 0.793 0.796 0.788 0.615
Intercepts not reported.  Elasticities multiplied by 100.
White standard errors used to compute t-statistic.  Sample size:  N=300.  See text for additional notes.
For spec. (2) subsidy data are from AGRESTE "semi-definite" tabulations.

ONE TWO THREE FOUR
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Table 3:  Analysis of Maastricht Ratification in Cities

Variable Label Beta t-stat Elast. Beta t-stat Elast. Beta t-stat Elast. Beta t-stat Elast.

Urbanization and Location
LOGDENS Log Population Density 0.020 1.35 1.88 0.017 1.15 1.46 0.015 1.13 1.78 0.071 3.95 19.85
EP_PROX Proximity to Euro Parlmt. 0.67 7.72 0.17 0.67 7.69 0.15 0.654 7.34 0.20 0.421 5.46 0.31
PORT Ferry Service to UK (1/0) -0.17 -2.50 -0.16 -2.37 -0.176 -2.52 -0.141  -1.52

European Orientation
NonNative %Not French Native 0.428 3.18 0.90 0.438 3.29 0.83 0.419 3.08 1.06 -0.351 -1.81 -2.14
LGODOUI72 % Oui 1972 EEC Ref. 0.327 4.26 3.08 0.326 4.27 2.79 0.338 4.50 3.85 0.355 8.4 9.75

Economic Conditions
UNEMPL92 Local Unemployment 0.002 0.63 0.37 0.003 0.73 0.40 0.003 0.88 0.63 -0.018 -3.23 -7.81
INCOME92 Income (FF,1000s) 0.004 4.44 4.01 0.004 4.69 3.86 0.004 4.26 4.45 0.000 0.05 0.14

1988 Presidential Vote (1st Rnd)
MITTERAND % Mitterand 1.10 2.51 4.59 1.15 2.85 4.38 0.862 2.11 4.35
BARRE % Barre 2.38 3.49 4.84 2.50 4.00 4.63 1.99 3.12 4.90
LEPEN % LePen -0.41 -0.68 -0.83 -0.16 -0.26 -0.28 -0.626  -1.06 -1.52
LAJOINIE % Lajoinie -0.38 -0.44 -0.34 -0.39 -0.47 -0.20 -0.557 -0.65 -0.61
OTHRCOMMI % Other Commies 9.98 7.44 5.62 10.57 7.61 5.41 10.2 7.49 6.93

Subsidies (000s FF/noncity pop)
CEREAL92 Cereal Subsidies '92 -0.14 -2.33 -0.13 -0.010 -0.13 -0.03
RESTSUB92 Non-Cereal subsidies '92 0.048 1.30 0.19 0.053 1.49 0.62

SUBVEN92 Subsidies 92 (AGRESTE CD) -0.015 -0.48 0.11

"Semi-definite" 1992
CER_SD92 Cereal subsidies  '92 -0.159 -2.37 -0.133
ELEVSD92 Elevage and Reval '92 0.270 2.38 0.180
OTHR_SD92 Other Subsidies p.c. '92 0.011 0.32 0.000

F-test 73.75 74.41 73.98 54.86
R-sq. 0.802 0.805 0.798 0.591

Intercepts not reported.  Elasticities multiplied by 100.  See text for other notes.
White standard errors used to compute t-statistic.  Sample size: N=209

ONE TWO THREE FOUR
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Table 4:  Analysis of Maastricht Ratification for Departement Remainders
ONE TWO THREE FOUR

Variable Label Beta t-stat Elast. Beta t-stat Elast. Beta t-stat Elast. Beta t-stat Elast.

Urbanization
LOGDENS Log Population Density -0.013 -0.48 -0.98 -0.012 -0.44  -1.01 -0.015 -0.62   -1.42 0.026 1.03  5.19

European Orientation
NonNative %Not French Native 1.06 1.58 1.88 1.02 1.46  2.00 1.08 1.67  2.31 0.597 1.22  2.68
LGODOUI72 % Oui 1972 EEC Ref. 0.56 3.68 7.89 0.56 3.75  8.8 0.57 3.86  9.7 0.342 5.44  12.2

Economic Conditions
UNEMPL92 Local Unemployment -0.022 -2.15 -3.97 -0.024  -2.23  -4.78 -0.025  -2.28  -5.26 -0.026 -2.75  -11.8
INCOME92 Income (FF,1000s) 0.003 1.31 3.81 0.002 1.20  3.88 0.002 1.03  3.38 -0.001 -0.28  -2.1

1988 Presidential Vote (1st Round)
MITTERAND % Mitterand 1.12 2.00 7.24 1.03 1.79  7.35 0.85 1.52  6.55
BARRE % Barre 0.47 0.61 1.46 0.34 0.44  1.17 0.23 0.28  0.86
LEPEN % LePen 0.50 0.49 1.27 0.32 0.32  0.90 0.24 0.24  0.72
LAJOINIE % Lajoinie 1.91 1.52 2.42 2.09 1.67  2.93 2.12 1.67  3.20
OTHRCOMMI % Other Commies 7.99 3.35 6.88 7.66 3.19  7.28 8.42 3.57  8.64

Subsidies (000s FF/noncity pop)
CEREAL92 Cereal Subsidies '92 -0.21 -2.43 -0.50 -0.212  -2.70  -1.3
RESTSUB92 Non-Cereal subsidies '92 0.010 0.20 0.11 0.007 0.17  0.2

SUBVEN92 Subsidies 92 (AGRESTE CD) -0.84  -1.84  -0.84

CER_SD92 Cereal subsidies  '92 -0.204  -2.43  -0.53
ELEVSD92 Elevage and Reval '92 -0.092  -0.76  -0.22
OTHR_SD92 Other Subsidies '92 0.016 0.29  0.002

F-test 17.36 15.72 17.22 16.65
R-sq. 0.655 0.657 0.651 0.591

Intercepts not reported. Elasticities multiplied by 100.
White standard errors used to compute t-statistic. Sample size: N=91.  See text for additional notes.
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